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Section I: Introduction 
Brief Description of the School 
 During the 2011-2012 school year, Noble Crossing Elementary School, one of six elementary 
schools in Noblesville Schools, served approximately 700 students in early childhood through fourth 
grade.  Beginning in the 2012-2013 school year, Noble Crossing will also serve students in fifth grade. 
Overall enrollment will decline slightly to approximately 640 students due to new elementary district 
boundaries for the 2012-2013 school year. The school faculty is comprised of one principal, one half-
time assistant principal, thirty-seven certified staff members, and thirty-six full and part-time classified 
staff members.  The student population is 85% white, 6.5% Hispanic, 1.9% Asian/Pacific Islander, 2% 
African-American, and 5.2% multiracial. Approximately 30% of students receive free or reduced lunch 
and textbook assistance.  Approximately 15% receive special education services, and approximately 
5% are English learners.  Additionally, approximately 8% of our students are formally identified for 
advanced curriculum instruction through the Advanced Math program in grade 2 and the FOCUS 
program in grades 3 and 4.  Revised elementary boundaries in our district will create some changes to 
these demographics, with the largest anticipated impact in the percentage of students receiving EL 
services. Title I programming provides reading interventions for students in kindergarten through 
second grade. Other special services provided for our students include: speech, language, physical 
therapy, and occupational therapy. 
  
Description and Location of the Curriculum 
 The curriculum at Noble Crossing is based on the Indiana Academic Standards, with 
adjustments made to follow the state's timeline for transitioning to the Common Core Standards. 
District-wide curriculum maps have been developed to support a common curriculum and to support 
the transition to the common core standards.  Grade level curriculum maps are posted on the district 
website. In addition to instruction in these areas, students are immersed in a well-rounded school 
experience through a media services program and through daily participation in special area programs 
(art, music, computer technology, and physical education). 
 Textbooks and related instructional resources are adopted as a district-wide process to support 
consistent standards-based instruction. An instructional program review is completed as a key 
component of the adoption process. During the 2011-2012 school year, a broad-based district-wide 
committee completed a math program review and textbook adoption process that led to the selection of 
Everyday Math as the primary instructional resource for math instruction. Other primary instructional 
resources for elementary students include Rigby Literacy by Design, Houghton Mifflin Science Fusion 
(grades 1-4), Pearson Interactive Science (grade 5), Macmillan/McGraw-Hill Timelinks (Social 
Studies, grades 1-5). 
 The curriculum for Noble Crossing Elementary can be found online at the district website 
(www.noblesvilleschools.org), and teachers have access to curriculum materials on the District 
Intranet.  Physical copies are housed at Noble Crossing and the corporation's central administrative 
building. 
 
Assessments Used in Addition to ISTEP+ 
Grades K-2 
● mCLASS K-2 Diagnostic Assessments (3 times per year)- DIBELS and TRC assessments 

provide a guided reading level and reading subskill data for each student to drive instructional 
planning in reading.  

● mCLASS Math (3 times per year)- mCLASS Math assesses specific math subskills in grades k-
2 to inform instructional planning in math. 
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Grades 3-4 
● Acuity Predictive Assessments (3 times per year)- Acuity assessments provide a predictive 

measure for ISTEP performance and provides feedback on mastery of state standards. 
● Comprehensive Running Record Benchmark (3 times per year)- A comprehensive running 

record is administered to provide a guided reading level and error analysis data for students. 
 
Section II: Vision and Mission Statements 
 

 
 
Section III: Summary of Data 
Attendance Rate 
 

 
The attendance rate at Noble Crossing has been slightly above 96% for the last three years. A small 
increase is noted during the 2010-2011 school year, which was the first year of implementation of new 
district-wide attendance procedures called ACES, Attending Class Equals Success. 
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Language Arts ISTEP+ Data 
 

 
The percentage of students passing the language arts portion of the 3rd grade ISTEP over the past three 
years continues to increase.  The increase is a result of a continued focus on providing targeted, 
differentiated, and intentional reading instruction to small groups.  A focus on authentic literacy 
routines continues to support our efforts for improvement as well.  In order to maintain or improve the 
percentage of students passing, Noble Crossing’s reading goal has been updated to focus on 
instructional strategies that promote critical thinking skills. In addition, a targeted instruction period for 
students implemented by third grade teachers will serve to address student needs by providing them 
with needed instruction, intervention, and practice of learning targets.  
 

 
The standards summary from the 2012 ISTEP+ test documents a decrease in vocabulary and nonfiction 
text scores.  The same trend was evident within the IREAD-3 student results.  In response, teachers 
will model and facilitate opportunities for students to engage in critical thinking while reading, writing, 
and discussing text in whole group and small group settings with a specific focus on nonfiction texts.   
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The standards summary from the 2012 ISTEP+ test documents a decrease in two areas of the 3rd grade 
writing standards.  The need for consistent implementation of a writer’s workshop model of instruction 
that is supported by focused grade level collaboration to develop common formative and summative 
assessments to drive instructional decision-making will be essential for increased student performance. 
The performance goal is for 90% of students to achieve mastery across all academic standards. 
 

 
ISTEP+ student performance among general education students remained consistent in 2012, while 
student performance among students who qualify for financial assistance increased slightly.  The 
growth achieved among special education students on the 2012 ISTEP+ was a slight increase from the 
previous year’s results.  An area of concern continues to be the discrepancy between paid lunch 
students and free/reduced students and the discrepancy between general education and special 
education students.  In order to address these discrepancies, teachers will model and facilitate 
opportunities for students to engage in critical thinking while reading, writing, and discussing text in 
whole group and small group setting.  Students in all subgroups need to be monitored closely for 
growth in critical thinking skills and provided with targeted interventions if needed.  
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Language Arts IREAD Data  

 
Eighty-seven percent of Noble Crossing students passed the first IREAD-3 assessment, compared to 
91% for the district, and 84% for the State of Indiana. Of the students attending Noble Crossing who 
failed the first test administration, all but two students passed the second administration of IREAD-3 
(98% passing rate). Through implementation of the Noble Crossing reading goal, the performance goal 
for 2013 is to achieve a passing rate of greater than 95% on the first test administration. 
 

 
4th grade results from 2012 ISTEP+ showed an increase of 5% giving Noble Crossing the first 90% 
passing rate since the opening of the school.  This improvement was noted as a result of a continued 
focus on providing targeted, differentiated, and intentional reading instruction to small groups. A focus 
on authentic literacy routines also continues to support efforts for improvement.  In addition, a targeted 
instruction period for students implemented by fourth grade teachers served to address student needs 
by providing them with needed instruction, intervention, and practice of learning targets.  The student 
performance goal for 2013 is greater than 90% passing, with a growth model median of 65th percentile 
or higher. 
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The 4th grade standards summary data from the 2012 ISTEP+ assessment indicates improvement in 
performance on items assessing reading skills.  Increased performance is a result of grade level 
collaboration with an emphasis on common learning targets and common formative assessments.  
Teachers will continue to model and facilitate consistent opportunities for students to engage in critical 
thinking while reading, writing, and discussing texts. The performance goal is for greater than 90% of 
students to all academic standards, which was nearly achieved this year. 

 
 

 
The 4th grade standards summary data from the 2012 ISTEP+ assessment indicates an increase in 
performance on items assessing students' writing skills and understanding of the writing process. 
Instructional emphasis will continue on more consistent implementation of a writer's workshop model 
of instruction.  In addition, focused grade level collaboration to develop common formative and 
summative assessments to drive instructional decision making will be essential for continued growth in 
student performance.  Performance in 4th grade writing met the school performance goal of 90% 
mastery across all academic standards. 
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After a significant increase in student performance among special education students during the 2010-
2011 school year, a slight decrease is noted. There was in increase in student performance among 
students receiving financial assistance for second straight year. Continuing to close the achievement 
gap among these subgroups needs to be a continued emphasis in the upcoming year.  Students within 
targeted subgroups will be monitored closely for growth in critical thinking skills with an opportunity 
for additional interventions if needed.   
 

Math ISTEP+ Data 
 

 
Student performance on the Math ISTEP+ in 3rd grade showed a decline from 2011 to 2012. In 
response, there will be a consistent emphasis on effective implementation of the new math 
instructional program, Everyday Math, to accelerate student performance in math. The schoolwide 
goal for math performance is greater than 90% passing ISTEP+ for the 2012-1013 school year. 
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After an increase in student performance across all math standards on the 2011 ISTEP+, there was a 
decline in performance in all areas on the 2012 ISTEP+, with the greatest decline in problem solving 
performance. 90% mastery for each standard is the schoolwide goal for the 2013 ISTEP+. 
 

 
3rd grade math subgroup data demonstrates a slight decline in most subgroups and a significant decline in 
performance among students who receive special education services. The decline in performance among 
special education students and students who receive financial assistance points to a need to review how 
math instruction and interventions are planned and delivered to 3rd grade students. Closing this 
achievement gap needs to be a significant point of emphasis in math programming at Noble Crossing. 
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Student performance in 4th Grade math showed significant growth from the 2011 ISTEP+ to the 2012 
ISTEP+.  It is important to note that this cohort of students achieved an 86% passing rate as 3rd 
graders. In previous years, cohort data has shown a decline in 4th grade, but this trend was reversed 
with 2012 4th grade ISTEP+ data. Noble Crossing’s math goal for 2013 is greater than 90% passing, 
with a growth model median of 65th percentile or higher. As noted previously, effective and consistent 
implementation of the new math instructional program will be a major point of emphasis during the 
2012-2013 school year. 
 

 
The 4th grade math standards summary illustrates an increase in student performance across all 
standards with the greatest growth in computation skills. Noble Crossing teachers in all grade levels 
have emphasized computation skills as a result of previous concerns with student performance in this 
area. 90% mastery for each standard is the goal for the 2013 ISTEP+.  
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4th grade math subgroup data demonstrates a significant increase in student performance across all 
subgroups with the greatest increase noted among students receiving special education services 
(+22%). While these increases are encouraging, closing the achievement gaps that exist for students 
receiving special education services and financial assistance will be a continued point of emphasis 
across all grade levels. 
 
Growth Data (ISTEP+, Acuity, mCLASS Math) 

 
Following the Spring 2010 ISTEP+ assessment, the Indiana Department of Education began releasing 
growth model data. Students are compared to other students across the state who had similar scores 
("academic peers") on the previous year’s assessment. Schools are provided with growth percentiles 
for each student and a median growth percentile data for the school. A significant achievement gap is 
noted in the growth model data for Noble Crossing students in math from the 2010 ISTEP+. There is a 
smaller gap noted in math for the 2011 ISTEP+. The schoolwide goal is to achieve a median growth of 
65th percentile or higher in both content areas. Growth model data from the Spring 2012 assessment is 
not yet available. 
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During the 2011-2012 school year, the Noble Crossing administration and teachers began tracking 
average scaled scores for Acuity predictive assessments to compare growth to other schools within the 
district. 3rd grade Acuity growth data has demonstrated growth that is equal to or higher than the 
district average in both language arts and math. Since 3rd grade ISTEP+ passing rates rank Noble 
Crossing 4th in math passing rates and 6th in language arts passing rates (out of 6 schools), it is clear 
that Noble Crossing growth must exceed that of most district schools to achieve comparable passing 
rates on ISTEP+. 
 

 
4th grade Acuity growth data demonstrates significant improvement in language arts growth during the 
2011-2012 school year, significantly closing the gap with district average. Math growth rates have 
equaled or exceeded the district average over the last two years. Comparatively, passing rates on the 
2012 ISTEP+ rank Noble Crossing 3rd in the district in language arts and 5th in math. Greater rates of 
growth are necessary to achieve the student performance goals that have been established for the 2012-
2013 school year.  
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In an effort to utilize K-2 mCLASS math data more effectively, the school improvement team 
compared the percent of students at benchmark at the end of the year assessments to compare the 
performance of Noble Crossing students to other students in the district. The 2010-2011 end of year 
data indicates that student performance in kindergarten and 1st grade exceeded the district average, but 
2nd grade performance was significantly lower than the district average.  
 

 
The 2012 end of year mCLASS math data indicates that districtwide averages exceeded the 
performance of Noble Crossing students in each grade. Districtwide performance was up in 
kindergarten, but declined among Noble Crossing students. Districtwide performance was steady in 
grades 1 and 2, but declined for Noble Crossing students. This data is surprising and concerning since 
each grade level identified math computation as the focus of their SMART goal planning. These results 
further clarify the need for highly effective implementation of the new instructional program in math 
across all grades at Noble Crossing. 
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Pass+ Data  
 

 
Pass+ scores increased between 2011 and 2012 in 4th grade language arts and math, but declined in 
3rd grade language arts, 3rd grade math, and 4th grade science. Cohort data (3rd grade 10-11 
compared to 4th grade 11-12) indicates a significant increase in 4th grade language arts Pass+ rates, 
but a slight decline in 4th grade math Pass+ rates. The performance goal for Pass+ performance is 35% 
of students attaining Pass+ status across all grades and content areas. 
 
Reading Data- Guided Reading Levels (1st-4th) 

 
First and second grade literacy data demonstrates growth from BOY to EOY during each of the past 
three years. The overall percentage of students attaining benchmark goals (EOY) has also increased.  
This performance data has led to the continued commitment to a small group setting for targeted, 
differentiated, and intentional reading instruction. In addition, independent structures have been 
updated to emphasize support and accountability for authentic literacy routines (real reading, real 
writing, and real thinking). 
Note: Above benchmark data is not available for 09-10 school year. 
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A continued decline in reading levels in EOY 3rd grade guided reading level data is noted.  A renewed 
focus on the effective small group and whole group instruction is needed. Students will be monitored 
closely for growth in their reading and critical thinking skills and provided with opportunities for 
additional interventions if needed. With an additional targeted instruction period, teachers will be able 
to address individual student needs. A negative trend among BOY to EOY guided reading level data in 
4th grade was reversed in 11-12 school year and represents the highest EOY reading levels that have 
been achieved since this data has been collected at Noble Crossing. Student performance goals are for 
100% of students to achieve benchmark reading goals by the end of 2nd grade and demonstrate 
continued growth in grades 3 and 4. 
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Writing Applications ISTEP+ Data 
 

 

 
The 3rd and 4th grade data for the 2012 ISTEP+ shows an increase in the number students who scored 
a 6 as well as growth in the percent of students achieving mastery (levels 4-6). The greatest overall 
growth in noted among the performance of 4th grade students. Continued focus on a consistent writer’s 
workshop structure and creating common formative and summative assessments for writing will foster 
continued growth in student writing performance. 
 
Section IV: Additional Information about Educational Programming 
Title I Programming: Noble Crossing provides many students with evidence-based interventions in 
Grades K-2 with the federally funded Title I program. Children identified for Title I services may 
receive pull-out services, push-in services, or both . Students are identified and interventions are 
selected based on a combination of DIBELS results and their instructional guided reading level. Noble 
Crossing uses Fountas & Pinnell's Leveled Literacy Intervention program as the primary reading 
intervention program for Title I and IEP students, but selects interventions to align with each student’s 
learning needs. 
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Response to Intervention: Through implementation of a revised Response to Intervention plan, 
teachers and instructional assistants provide additional differentiated instruction to struggling students. 
The following flowchart guides staff implementation of Response to Intervention programming. 

 
When a student is recognized as failing to meet grade level standards, interventions begin 

immediately. If it is determined that the interventions have been effective, the child continues in the 
general education process. If the student continues to experience difficulty, interventions are adjusted 
and intensified. RtI Coaches provide support to each grade level to help support teachers with full 
implementation of the RtI plan. This training and implementation will be coordinated by the Student 
Services Department at Noble Crossing. 

Noble Crossing Elementary 

RTI Process (12-13) 
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!Grade!level!teams!review!data!and!identify!students!in!need!of!interventions.!A!
documentation!folder!is!started!for!each!identified!student!(folders!collected!at!end!of!the!

year).!Staff!members!with!knowledge!of!RtI!processes!are!designated!as!RtI!coaches!for!

each!grade!level.!RtI!coaches!meet!regularly!to!ensure!consistency!across!grade!levels.!

Grade!level!RtI!meetings!are!held!monthly!@!information!on!student!needs!is!

updated;!student!groupings!and!implementation!of!intervention!plans!is!reviewed!

and!updated.!Parent!RTI!notification!letters!are!sent!home!to!parents!according!to!

district!RTI!requirements.!Progress!monitoring!data!is!collected!every!2@4!weeks!

for!“strategic”!students!and!every!2!weeks!for!“intensive”!students.!

!!

If!interventions!are!successful,!teachers!

continue!interventions!(with!progress!

monitoring)!for!another!4!weeks.!

!

If!interventions!are!changed!(based!on!at!

least!2!data!points),!new!interventions!are!

implemented!and!progress!monitoring!

continues.!

Teachers!collect!universal!screening!data!according!to!

assessment!calendar!(DIBELS,!running!records,!mCLASS).!

For!students!moving!from!Tier!2!to!Tier!3,!a!meeting!will!be!held!with!the!RtI!task!

force.!The!RTI!task!force!will!complete!the!process!with!the!classroom!teacher!to!

identify!the!next!steps!for!these!students.!Parent!notification!letters!are!sent!home!

according!to!district!RTI!process!and!a!Tier!3!intervention!plan!is!developed.!The!RtI!

task!force!meets!regularly!to!review!the!progress!of!these!students!and!make!decisions!

regarding!intervention!planning,!and!if!necessary,!referral!for!special!education!

services.!

!

Note:!RtI!students!are!also!reviewed!at!quarterly!grade!level!databoard!meetings.!The!

success!of!each!grade!level’s!intervention!plan!is!reviewed,!discussed,!and!updated!to!

effectively!meet!students’!learning!needs.!!

!
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When interventions are not producing the desired results, it may become necessary for some 
children to be referred to special education services for support with academic or behavioral needs. 
These services are provided through the collaboration of special education and general education 
teachers. Services within our special education programming are offered in both pull-out and push-in 
formats. Inclusion is the rule, not the exception. 

 
High Ability Programming: Noblesville Schools recognizes the importance of differentiating for 
children at all academic levels.  The Advanced Math (2nd grade) and FOCUS Reading and Math (3rd-
5th grades) programs offer high ability instruction. Differentiated instruction in reading and math is an 
expectation to meet the learning needs of all students, including identified high ability students in 
grades K-2. Multiple assessments, including the ISTEP+, Gates-McGinitie reading test, TOMAGS 
math test, COGAT, and the Naglieri nonverbal ability test are used in addition to classroom assessment 
data during the identification process for high ability programs. Identified students are placed in cluster 
groups or self-contained classrooms for accelerated and enriched instruction in grades 3-5. High ability 
math classes work one grade level ahead of the general education classroom. Reading classes 
participate in leveled reading instruction a minimum of one grade level above and utilize Junior Great 
Books and open-ended instruction that is differentiated by content, process, and product. 
 
Professional Collaboration (PLCs): The foundation of all efforts to improve student instructional 
strategies and student learning is the growth and development of grade level professional learning 
communities (PLCs). The focus of each collaboration meeting within PLCs is focused on one of the 
following objectives: 1. Create, revise, and update curriculum maps, 2. Develop common learning 
targets, 3. Develop common assessments, 4. Plan sound lessons, and 5. Review learning data and plan 
follow-up enrichment and intervention. Grade level PLC’s create and update group norms and annual 
SMART goals to provide a structure and a focus throughout the year. In order to provide additional 
time to support the development of our PLCs, early release days were approved by the School Board of 
Trustees for the past two school years. Early release days provide teachers with one hour of 
collaborative planning approximately twice per month. As Noble Crossing teachers prepare for the 
2012-2013 school year, the following elements of grade level collaboration will be emphasized, 
supported, and monitored:  
● Common learning targets that are clearly communicated to students 
● Effective lesson design and delivery 
● Short cycle common formative assessments to monitor student learning and adjust instruction 
● Data transparency (appropriate ways to share information on student learning with all 

stakeholders) 
Each grade level collaborates with administration to identify agenda items for early release days, and 
notes from each PLC meeting is shared with administrators and all grade level chairs. Sharing 
information across grade levels had led to vertical collaboration focused on common instructional 
goals, such as math computation.  
 
Kindergarten Programming: During the 2011-2012 school year, all parents of kindergarten students 
had the option of enrolling their child in a full day kindergarten classroom for an additional monthly 
fee to cover expenses not covered through state funding. Over 70% of Noble Crossing parents enrolled 
their child in the full day kindergarten program during the 2010-2011 school year. Beginning in the 
2012-2013 school year, there is no longer an additional fee for students to participate in full day 
kindergarten programming. 99% of kindergarten students are enrolled in full day kindergarten for the 
2012-2013 school year. Student performance is being monitored carefully to assess and maximize the 
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impact of the full day kindergarten programming. This performance is discussed in the data analysis 
section of this document. 
 
21st Century Skills Initiative  
 Noblesville Schools has initiated an emphasis on developing essential 21st Century Skills 
within students. During the 2010-2011 school year, administrators within the district participated in 
many professional development activities to expand their understanding of 21st Century Skills and 
instructional strategies. Study trips to Columbus, Indiana were coordinated to study the 21st Century 
initiative that was launched through their Signature Academies. In addition, district-wide leadership 
teams that include teachers, administrators, and parents worked with a consultant, Cheryl Lemke, to 
clarify our district vision related to 21st Century Skills. A new vision and mission for the district was 
approved during the 2011-2012 school year. 
 As the Noble Crossing community works to expand our understanding of 21st Century Skills, 
teachers and administration will adopt the district vision and mission for the 2012-2013 school year. 
The Engage, Inspire, Empower philosophy, if implemented successfully, will not only impact our 
classroom instruction, but will also drive our approach to staff development and all aspects of our 
school community. This new vision and mission will require our school community to focus on 
authentic learning experiences that are driven by student inquiry and enhanced through the meaningful 
application of instructional technology.   
 
Data Analysis: Inferences and Implications  
 The results from the Spring 2012 ISTEP+ meet or exceed the highest levels of performance 
ever achieved by Noble Crossing students in 4 of the 5 content areas assessed (3rd grade LA, 4th grade 
LA, 4th grade MA, 4th grade SC). The most significant growth was achieved by 4th grade students in 
math, with an increase of 13% over the 2011 ISTEP+. This growth in student learning establishes a 
new baseline and new possibilities for increased student achievement at Noble Crossing. The following 
student performance goals have been developed and are referenced in this school improvement plan: 

• Greater than 90% of students passing each ISTEP+ assessment 
• Greater than 90% of students mastering each ISTEP+ academic standard 
• ISTEP+ growth data at the 65th percentile or higher in language arts and math 
• Greater than 95% of students passing IREAD-3 
• 100% of students reaching guided reading level benchmarks by the end of 2nd grade 

 
Math Inferences and Implications 
 The data presented in this school improvement plan documents the following trends related to 
student achievement in math: 

• In spite of the implementation of full day kindergarten, kindergarten mCLASS math data 
declined from end of year results from the spring of 2011 to the spring of 2012. District scores 
in kindergarten increased during this time period. 1st grade mCLASS math data showed an even 
greater decline from the spring of 2011 to the spring of 2012. 2nd grade math data also showed 
a decline during this time period. 2nd grade student performance on the mCLASS math 
assessments have shown the largest discrepancy over this two year period compared to 
districtwide scores. 

• Spring 2012 3rd grade ISTEP+ math data was down 2% from spring 2011. These results ranked 
5th in the district (out of 7 schools) in 2011 and 4th in the district (out of 6 schools) in 2012. 
Meanwhile, 3rd grade Acuity growth data has been equal to or greater than the district average 
over the last two years.  
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• Spring 2012 4th grade ISTEP+ math data was up 13% from spring 2011. Cohort data was up 
1% from 3rd grade spring 2011 results, reversing a negative and concerning trend of declining 
cohort performance in 4th grade math from previous years. These results ranked 7th in the 
district in 2011 (out of 7 schools) and 5th in the district in 2012 (out of 6 schools). 4th grade 
Acuity growth data in math has been equal to or greater than district averages over the last two 
years.  

 
Based on these performance trends, the following actions will be implemented, supported, and 

monitored to accelerate student achievement in math. These actions are further developed in the goal 
template for math that is included in this school improvement plan. 

• Teachers will implement Everyday Math with fidelity. 
• Teachers will model and facilitate opportunities for students to apply their reasoning skills to 

solve problems and express their understanding through numbers, words, or pictures. 
• Grade level teams will create common learning objectives (targets) for students. 
• Grade level teams will create common formative assessments and collaboratively analyze 

results and plan follow-up interventions and enrichment. 
Faithful implementation of the Everyday Math curriculum will be supported by ongoing professional 
development and monitored through collaborative walkthroughs and student performance outcomes 
during the 2012-2013 school year. It is essential for growth data to be maximized in order to achieve 
the student performance goals that have been established. It will also be essential to consider effective 
strategies to provide intervention for struggling students in math during grade level intervention 
periods in order to close the achievement gaps that exist for students who receive special education 
services and for students who receive financial assistance.  
 
Language Arts Inferences and Implications 
 The data presented in this school improvement plan documents the following trends related to 
student achievement in language arts: 

• Spring 2012 end of year guided reading levels showed improvement over end of year results 
from the spring of 2011 in all grades, with the exception of 3rd grade results.  

• Guided reading growth among full day kindergarten students nearly doubled the reading 
growth of our half day kindergarten students. 

• 3rd grade ISTEP+ student performance is up 5% over the last two years. Performance has been 
strongest in the area of literary text. These results ranked 6th in the district in 2011 (out of 7 
schools) and 6th in the district in 2012 (out of 6 schools). 

• 4th grade guided reading results demonstrated growth (BOY to EOY) during the 2011-2012 
school year for the first time since this data has been collected. 

• 2012 4th grade ISTEP+ results are up 5% over 2011, with 90% mastery in all standards except 
literary text. 4th grade results ranked 4th in the district (out of 7 schools) in 2011 and 3rd in the 
district in 2012 (out of 6 schools). Subgroup data (special education and Free/Reduced) is 
trending up over the last two years, but additional emphasis on closing these achievement gaps 
is still needed. 

 
Based on these performance trends, the following actions will be implemented, supported, and 

monitored to accelerate student achievement in language arts. These actions are further developed in 
the goal templates for reading and writing that is included in this school improvement plan. 

• Teachers will model and facilitate opportunities for students to engage in critical thinking while 
reading, writing, and discussing text in whole group and small group settings. 
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• Teachers will implement a Writer’s Workshop Model within the classroom that emphasizes 
student choice and ownership of the writing process. 

• Teachers will model and facilitate meaningful opportunities for students to write in the content 
areas. 

• Grade level teams will create common learning objectives (targets) for students. 
• Grade level teams will create common formative assessments. 

 
 Based on growth in student literacy skills from the baseline year of 2008-2009, the leadership 
team at Noble Crossing believes that literacy coaching has been a very successful professional 
development initiative. Student performance in language arts is much closer to the achievement goals 
that have been established than in math. Literacy coaching in the 2011-2012 school year will support 
the implementation of our shared instructional commitments, with an emphasis on instructional 
strategies to support and increase critical thinking skills while reading, writing, and discussing text. 
This type of higher order thinking will be developed through effective questioning strategies (balance 
of within, beyond, and about the text questions), project-based learning, and Socratic seminar 
instructional strategies. Additional emphasis will also be given to increasing accountability, 
motivation, and engagement during independent literacy routines through effective conferencing 
strategies. These strategies will be emphasized during reader’s and writer’s workshop instruction to 
promote students ownership of their growth as readers, writers, and thinkers. In addition, professional 
development efforts will emphasize connections with the newly adopted Teacher Evaluation Rubric to 
support consistency among school improvement planning, professional development, and teacher 
evaluation competencies. 
 
Educational Programming to Support Mastery of State Standards 
 The curriculum at Noble Crossing is based on the Indiana Academic Standards, with 
adjustments made to follow the state's timeline for transitioning to the Common Core Standards. 
District-wide committees of teachers met during the 2010-2011 school year and during the summer of 
2011 to create new or revised curriculum maps that will support a common curriculum and support the 
transition to the common core standards. Grade level collaboration at Noble Crossing will emphasize 
the development of common learning targets based on these new curriculum maps. These common 
learning targets will be communicated to students and assessed regularly to inform instructional 
practice and ensure student mastery of the standards. 
 
Conclusions About Student Achievement 
 As the staff of Noble Crossing celebrates the gains in student learning that have been achieved, 
we acknowledge that student learning is significantly impacted by our commitment to professional 
learning and collaboration. Richard Elmore and Elizabeth City identify three essential elements in the 
process of school improvement, "As schools improve, three different but related processes are 
occurring. First, the level of knowledge and skill that teachers and administrators bring to the work of 
instructional practice is increasing. Second, teaching is moving from an individual to a collective 
activity, and internal accountability—the level of agreement and alignment across classrooms around 
powerful practices—is increasing." With these elements in mind, the Noble Crossing staff has updated 
school improvement goals and shared instructional commitments in math, reading, and writing. The 
staff has made a commitment to the following efforts to improve professional learning and practice 
during the 2012-2013 school year: 

● Effective and focused collaboration within our grade level PLCs 
● Consistent and faithful implementation of Everyday Math programming  
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● Effective monitoring procedures (internal accountability) that engage all teachers in 
ensuring implementation of shared commitments in math, reading, and writing  

Through a consistent focus on these objectives, student learning outcomes at Noble Crossing will have 
accelerated growth and truly unprecedented success. 
 
Reference: Elmore, R., and City, E. (2007) The road to school improvement: It's hard, it's 
 bumpy, and it takes as long as it takes." Harvard Education Letter, 23(3). Online Edition. 
 Available at www.hepg.org/main/hel/Index.html. 
 
Parental Participation in the School 
 In order for the children to be successful, every parent or guardian is encouraged to be active 
participants in the school. Many opportunities are provided for parents to share their skills and 
knowledge to support student learning. Parents are involved with volunteering in the classroom, 
participating in PTO activities and events, and attending study trips. Over the past two years, funds 
raised through the Noble Crossing PTO have been used to purchase over $14,000 worth of books for 
our guided reading leveled library and the purchase of 25 iPads to support technology integration. The 
Noble Crossing PTO will continue to align its support with key school improvement initiatives to 
enhance and accelerate student achievement at Noble Crossing. 
 
Statutes and Rules to be Waived 
 There are no statues or rules to be waived at this time. 
 
Safe and Disciplined Learning Environment 
 The Noble Crossing staff believes that all students can grow socially and emotionally through a 
positive character education program. 2010-2011 was the first year of implementation of PBIS 
(Positive Behavior Intervention Strategies), with ongoing support provided through the district and 
through the staff at Hamilton-Boone-Madison Special Education Cooperative. PBIS is a school-wide 
program that provides consistent expectations throughout all school environments, including the bus. 
The focus of PBIS is to focus on rewarding positive behaviors. All staff members participate in 
rewarding students who follow the behavioral expectations established by PBIS through the use of our 
Tiger Ticket system. 
 School-wide life goals of "Do the Right Thing; Treat People Right" are emphasized every day. 
In addition, our counselor and teachers provide instruction and reinforcement of specific "Life Skills" 
to promote responsible citizenship among our students and school-wide procedures are in place to 
establish clear expectations and to teach appropriate behaviors. Six core life skills have been identified 
for the school community: responsibility, effort, cooperation, integrity, respect, and organization. 
Student leadership in this process in fostered by our CHAMPS peer-led conflict mediation program. 
Service to the community and those in need is emphasized through service projects such as Pennies for 
Patients, Jump Rope for Heart, and Chaucie's Place. 
 A co-op review of PBIS implementation at Noble Crossing identified a 94% score on 
implementation, with several areas of implementation rated 100% (see graph on page 22). Efforts 
during the 2012-2013 school year will emphasize maintaining the Tier I efforts that have been 
implemented, consistently sharing PBIS data with all staff members, and implementing refined Tier 2 
supports (including a check-in, check-out system) for students who require additional behavioral 
intervention. 
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Technology Plan 

 All planning efforts related to technology will be focused on fulfilling the mission statement of 
Noblesville Schools, “Noblesville Schools ensures student-centered learning that seamlessly integrates 
inquiry learning, 21st century skills, and technology in an interdisciplinary, authentic approach to 
learning.” The Noble Crossing staff believes that effective implementation of technology has a positive 
impact on student engagement and achievement. The integration of technology into instruction should 
not be viewed as an end, but as a tool to transform instruction through new opportunities for students 
to engage in collaboration, innovative thinking, and thoughtful literacy. The staff and students at Noble 
Crossing will use various types of technology and resources to create, to think critically, to 
communicate, and to collaborate.  Students will have consistent access to iPads, MacBooks, and 
desktop computers as a means to support these higher order learning experiences.  Students will be 
empowered by connecting and collaborating with the use of tools such as Google Docs, SchoolFusion, 
and other appropriate tools.  The use of technology at Noble Crossing will provide additional ways for 
authentic student learning focused around the core curriculum and student interests. 

Daily collaboration, planning, and co-teaching with the media specialist will ensure that all 
students and staff are aware of the technology and resources that are available to them at Noble 
Crossing and how to best utilize resources to fit students’ learning needs. The technology committee 
will also continue to facilitate opportunities in which the Noble Crossing staff can share current use of 
technology and resources, as well as providing new ideas for how technology can be used to provide 
engaging and effective instruction for students.  As Noble Crossing adds new technology resources, the 
technology committee will hold sessions to encourage and support the staff in making instructional 
decisions related to the use of technology and other instructional resources. As with all professional 
development efforts, connections to the new Teacher Evaluation Rubric will be made to ensure 
consistency among school improvement planning, professional development, and teacher evaluation 
competencies. Every staff member will be responsible for coordinating the professional development 
they need to provide a 21st century learning environment for all students at Noble Crossing. 
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Strategic and Continuous School Improvement and Achievement Plan 
 

Goal All students will improve their mathematical reasoning skills. 
Targeted Subgroups  Special Education Students, EL Students, Free/Reduced Lunch 

Benchmark(s) ISTEP+ Math- Spring 12/13= 90% 13/14=92%, 14/15 94% (Growth Model Median of 65% or higher) 
Supporting Data  

 
Assessments 

 
• ISTEP+ 
• Acuity  
• mClass Math  
• Locally Developed Assessments 

Standardized Locally Developed 
 

• ISTEP + 
• Acuity 
• mClass Math 
• Everyday Math Benchmark 

Assessments 

• Common Formative Assessments 
 

Intervention 
 

Research / Best Practice 
 

Resources 

• Students will apply their reasoning 
skills to solve problems of varying 
complexity and will grow in their 
ability to express their understanding 
through numbers, words, or pictures. 

• FOCUS, Schmoker (2011) 
• Learning By Doing: A Handbook for 

Professional Learning Communities at 
Work; DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, Many 
(2010) 

• IDOE website and resources 
• NCTM website and resources 
• Everyday Math Consultant 

 

• Noblesville Schools Curriculum 
Maps  

• Everyday Math Textbook and 
Online Resources 

• Everyday Math Consultant 
• Teacher Effectiveness Rubric 
• Math Implementation Rubric and 

Shared Committments 
 

Activities 
 

Instructional 
 

Media / Technology 
 

Professional Development 
 

• Teachers will implement Everyday 
Math with fidelity. 

• Teachers will model and facilitate 
the application of students’ reasoning 
skills to solve problems and express 
their mathematical understanding 
through numbers, words, or pictures. 

• Grade level teams will create 
common learning objectives (targets) 
for students. 

• Grade level teams will create 
common formative assessments.  

• Grade level teams will regularly 
review student learning outcomes to 
drive planning for core instruction, 
enrichment, and intervention.  
 

• Collaborate with the media specialist, 
technology instructor and aides to plan 
and implement lessons and activities 

• Use of media, technology and internet 
resources  

• Use of individualized Acuity lessons 
based on results from Acuity  

• Use of Everyday Math online resources 
• Participation in the Summer Stars and 

Summer ROCKS Learning Programs.  
 

 
 

 

• Literacy specialist 
collaboration/coaching 

• Development of grade level SMART 
goals (Focused on school 
improvement goal areas) 

• Professional learning communities 
• Data analysis to promote instructional 

decision making 
 

Classroom Level  
Monitoring System 

 

Cultural Competency 
 

Teacher Implementation: 
• PLC notes 
• SMART goals 
• Student learning data from locally 

developed and standardized 
assessments 

Leadership Practices: 
• Teacher Effectiveness Rubric 
• Classroom walkthroughs 
• Quarterly grade level data meetings 
• Weekly PLC meetings/agendas/notes 

• Counseling groups  
• Title I instructional support 
• ELL assessment and programming 
• Special needs programming and services  
• Response to Intervention 
• TIPS (Targeted Intervention Period for Students) time 
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Math 
Implementation Rubric & Shared Commitments 

 
Purpose of Math Workshop: 
• Provide a setting for targeted, differentiated, and intentional math instruction 
• Provide structures for authentic math practice 
• Utilize formative and summative assessments to monitor student progress 
 
Full Implementation: 
 
Daily Time Commitments 

• Protected instruction time for a minimum of 60 minutes daily 
 
Grouping and Instructional Strategies 

• Implement all components of the Everyday Math instruction program within the parameters of 
the pacing guide.  

• Students are actively engaged in instruction through discussion, collaboration with peers, 
reading, and writing. Reasoning skills are expressed through various modes (words, numbers, 
pictures).  

• Data collections and analysis are ongoing and evident in the classroom (weather data, etc.). 
• Targeted interventions are provided to support students identified for additional instructional 

support. 
• Clear, common teaching targets connected to a math skill are communicated effectively and 

consistently in student-friendly terms. 
• Commonly shared mathematical terms are used consistently and repeatedly. 
• Students are engaged in routine and non-routine problem solving. 
• Manipulatives are used consistently to investigate and support student understanding of math 

concepts. 
• Math concepts are consistently applied to real-world situations and presented to students in a 

relevant and engaging manner. 
 
Assessment Practices (Formative/Summative) 

• Short-cycle assessments are administered on a common schedule and are used for instructional 
decision making. 

• Feedback is ongoing and frequent based on progress toward math goals. 
• Students are engaged in monitoring their own progress and setting goals related to academic 

skills, effort, and collaborative practices. 
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Strategic and Continuous School Improvement and Achievement Plan 
 

Goal All students will demonstrate growth in reading comprehension. 
Targeted Subgroups  Special Education Students, ELL, Free/Reduced Lunch 

Benchmark(s) ISTEP+ LA- Spring 12/13= 90% 13/14=92%, 14/15 94% (Growth Model Median of 65% or higher) 
Supporting Data  Assessments 

• ISTEP+  
• IREAD 
• Running Records 
• mCLASS 
• Acuity  

 

Standardized Locally Developed 
• ISTEP+  
• IREAD 
• Fountas and Pinnell Benchmarking 
• mCLASS 
• Acuity 

• Informal Running Records 
• Common Formative Assessments 

 
 

Intervention Research / Best Practice Resources 
Students will improve reading 
comprehension by engaging in critical 
thinking while reading, writing about, and 
discussing text.  
 
  
 
 
 

Fountas & Pinnell 
•The Continuum of Literacy Learning 
(2007) 
•Guiding Readers and Writers (2008) 
•Teaching for Comprehension and Fluency 
(2006) 
 
Boushey & Moser 
•The Daily 5 (2006) 
•The Cafe Book (2009) 
 
Schmoker 
•Focus Elevating the Essentials To 
Radically Improve Student Learning 

• Noblesville Schools Curriculum Maps  
• Teacher Effectiveness Rubric 
• Fountas & Pinnell The Continuum of 

Literacy Learning (2007) 
• Literacy Specialist, RTI Coaches, 

Media Specialist, School 
Psychologist, Resource Teachers 

• Title I push-in and pull-out support 
• Guided Reading Implementation 

Rubric & Shared Commitments 

Activities 
Instructional Media / Technology Professional Development 

• Teachers will model and facilitate 
opportunities for students to engage 
in critical thinking while reading, 
writing, and discussing text in whole 
group and small group settings. 

• Grade level teams will create 
common learning objectives (targets) 
for students. 

• Grade level teams will create 
common formative assessments.   

 

• Collaborate with the media specialist, 
technology instructor and aides to plan 
and implement lessons and activities  

• Participation in the Summer Stars and 
Summer ROCKS Learning Programs.  

• Use of media, technology and internet 
resources  

• Use of individualized Acuity 
instructional resources 

• Implementation of a Good Fit books 
program within the media center  

• Literacy specialist 
collaboration/coaching 

• Professional learning communities 
• Professional growth plans 
• Data Analysis Meetings 
• Book studies 

Classroom Level  
Monitoring System 

Cultural Competency 
 

Teacher Implementation: 
• Literacy schedules 
• PLC notes 
• Student learning data from 

checks for understanding, 
locally developed assessments, 
and standardized assessments 

• Informal Running Records 
Leadership Practices: 

• Teacher Effectiveness Rubric 
• Classroom Walkthroughs 
• Weekly PLC 

meetings/agendas/notes 
• Quarterly grade level data 

meetings 

• Counseling groups  
• Title I instructional support 
• ELL assessment and programming 
• Special needs programming and services  
• Response to Intervention 
• TIPS (Targeted Intervention Period for Students) time 
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Guided Reading 
Implementation Rubric & Shared Commitments 

 
Purpose of Guided Reading:   
•Provide a small group setting for targeted, differentiated, and intentional reading instruction 
•Provide structures for independent, authentic literacy routines (real reading, real writing, real thinking) 
 
Full Implementation: 
 
Daily Time Commitments 
•Reader’s workshop instruction for a minimum of 90 minutes daily 
•Small group instruction a minimum of 50 minutes daily 
•Intensive students receive guided reading instruction or individual reading conference plus additional 
reading intervention daily 
•Strategic students receive guided reading instruction or individual reading conference plus additional 
reading intervention 3-5X per week 
 
Grouping and Instructional Strategies 
•Grouping based on instructional level or strategy needs of the students. 
•Grouping is flexible. 
•Small group reading structure is evident in each lesson (before, during, and after reading). 
•Students are given a clear teaching point connected to comprehension strategies. 
•Teacher uses an appropriate balance of within, beyond, and about the text questions. 
•Students are given the opportunity to read independently and applying strategy focus of the lesson. 
•Title 1 teacher collaborates with classroom teacher to provide pull-out and push-in support in grades 1 
and 2. 
•Students are actively engaged in independent literacy routines that promote thoughtful reading, 
writing, and discussion. Individual conferencing and reader’s notebooks are used effectively to support 
student engagement during independent literacy routines. 
 
Assessment Practices 
•Teacher takes meaningful notes and reflects on student progress for instructional purposes. 
•Benchmark assessments are administered and used to guide instruction. 
•Progress monitoring is administered as required based on student’s level (intensive 2 times per month, 
strategic 1 time per month). 
•Assessments are used for instructional decision making. 
•Progress monitoring data is used for instructional decision making. 
•Students are engaged in monitoring their own progress and setting goals related to academic skills, 
effort, and collaborative practices. 
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Strategic and Continuous School Improvement and Achievement Plan 
 

Goal All students will demonstrate growth in their writing skills across the curriculum. 
Targeted Subgroups Special Education Students, EL Students, Free/Reduced Lunch 

Benchmark(s) ISTEP+ LA- Spring 11/12= 90% 12/13=95%, 13/14 100% (Growth Model Median of 65% or higher) 
All subgroups will meet AYP goals or safe harbor; 11/12= 86.4%, 12/13 93.3%, 13-14 100% 

Supporting Data Assessments 
• ISTEP+ Writing Standards and 

Writing Applications 
• Acuity 

Standardized Locally Developed 
• ISTEP+ 
• Acuity 

• Common Formative Assessments and 
Quick Writes 

 
Intervention Research / Best Practice Resources 

• Students will demonstrate growth in their 
writing skills by engaging in Writer’s 
Workshop. 

 

Ruth Culham 
• 6 + 1 Traits of Writing:  The Complete 

Guide Grades 3 and Up (2003)  
• 6 +1 Traits of Writing:  The Complete 

Guide for the Primary Grades (2005) 
Fountas & Pinnell resources 
• The Continuum of Literacy Learning 

(2007) 
• Guiding Readers and Writers (2008) 
Boushey & Moser resources 
• The Daily 5 (2006)  
• The Café Book (2009)  

• Indiana Academic Standards 
• Teacher Effectiveness Rubric 
• 6+1 Trait Crates 
• Noblesville Schools Writing Planner 
• WriteSource 
• Fountas & Pinnell The Continuum of 

Literacy Learning (2007) 
• Literacy Specialist and Media Specialist 
• Writing Implementation Rubric and 

Shared Commitments 

Activities 
Instructional Media / Technology Professional Development 

• Teachers will implement a consistent 
Writer’s Workshop model within the 
classroom. 

• Teachers will model and facilitate 
meaningful opportunities for students 
to write in the content areas. 

• Grade level teams will create common 
learning objectives (targets) for 
students. 

• Grade level teams will create common 
formative and summative assessments.   
 

• Collaborate with the media specialist, 
technology instructor and aides to plan 
and implement lessons and activities  

• Participation in the Summer Stars and 
Summer ROCKS Learning Programs 

• Use of media, technology and internet 
resources  

 

• Literacy specialist collaboration/coaching 
• Professional learning communities 
• Data Analysis Meetings 

 

Classroom Level 
Monitoring System 

Cultural Competency 

Teacher Implementation: 
• Classroom lesson plans 
• PLC meetings 
• Student writing process 

classroom board 
Leadership Practices: 

• Teacher Effectiveness Rubric 
• Classroom walkthroughs 
• PLC meetings/agendas/notes 
• Quarterly grade level data 

meetings 

• Counseling groups  
• Title I instructional support 
• ELL assessment and programming 
• Special needs programming and services  
• Response to Intervention 
• TIPS (Targeted Intervention Period for Students) time 
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Writer's Workshop  
Implementation Rubric & Shared Commitments 

 
Purpose of Writing Workshop: 
•Provide a setting to teach and reinforce specific processes and conventions related to writing 
•Provide structures for students to engage in independent, authentic writing  
 
Full Implementation: 
 
Daily Time Commitments 

• Protected daily instruction time of a minimum of 45 minutes 
 
Grouping and Instructional Strategies 

• Writing Workshop will begin with a short mini-lesson. Next, students will write independently 
while the teacher conferences with individuals and/or provides guided writing (small group) 
instruction. Finally, students will have the opportunity to share in the Author’s Chair. 

• Daily instruction may include modeled, shared, and/or guided writing. 
• Teachers will use various tools to support instruction (ie. anchor papers, rubrics, literature). 
• Students will cycle through the steps of process writing (prewriting, writing, revising, editing, 

and publishing). They will identify which step of the process they are on using a classroom 
display. 

• Students will be at various stages of the writing process and move through the cycle at their 
own pace. 

• 6 +1 Traits will be taught and reinforced within the mini-lesson, individual conferences and 
guided writing (small group) instruction. 

• 6 +1 Traits vocabulary will be used consistently. 
• Guided writing (small group) instruction is flexible and based on the needs of the students. 
• Students receive instruction and feedback during conferencing and/or guided writing (small 

group). 
• Student choice is the primary focus; assigned topics should be used sparingly and linked 

directly to performance assessment. 
• Students have primary ownership in revision; peer feedback is ongoing and frequent. 
 

Assessment Practices 
• Teacher takes meaningful notes and reflects on student progress for instructional purposes. 
• Feedback is ongoing and frequent based on progress toward writing goals. 
• Students are engaged in monitoring their own progress and setting goals related to academic 

skills, effort, and collaborative practices. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


